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"It is the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service's obligation under the law to
recover this species, and reintroductions into the wild from the more
genetically diverse captive population are an essential part of that
recovery process," U.S.F.W.S memo.

Triumphant Transfer

Mexican gray wolf M1229, was moved from
the California Wolf Center to
the Albuquerque Biological Park in New
Mexico. He will be paired with Mexican
gray wolf F1365 for breeding this season.
Although we were sad to see him leave,
we are very excited for M1229 and his new
mate!

Supportive Service

United States Fish & Wildlife Service has
released a memo ensuring they will move
forward on releasing Mexican gray wolves
in the Southwest. Both New Mexico and
Arizona have ruled, at a state level, that
they will not be releasing Mexican gray
wolves. So this federal update is great
news!
Read the memo here

Excellent Event

At our Be a Champion for Wolvesevent on
October 9, 2015 we raised over $34,000
for wild wolf recovery! This would not have
be possible without our dedicated base of
supporters, thanks to all who made it a
success!

Mate M1139

Mexican gray wolf M1139 has found a new
home at the California Wolf Center. He
came all the way from Wolf Conservation
Center and is the hopeful mate of Joy
(F1227). We will be monitoring them
closely and hoping for puppies this Spring!
Sponsor our new breeding pair!

Comments for Conservation

Oregon Department of Fish & Wildlife has
begun discussing the delisting gray wolves
at a state level. Please send comments by
the end of this week
to odfw.commission@state.or.us to let
them know Oregon wolves still need their
protections! A healthy wolf population in
California is dependent on a dispersing
wolf population from Oregon.

Voice of the Volunteers

Steve Haiman is a retired teacher with a
passion for music. He plays the guitar and
uses his talent for engaging presentations
at local elementary schools. He began
volunteering, after being a California Wolf
Center member, with his son and has
become an important part of our family.
Learn about our volunteer program

The California Wolf Center is dedicated to the recovery of wolves in
the wildlands they once roamed. We envision a landscape where
wolves thrive in healthy ecosystems and wolves and people
successfully coexist.

Donate
californiawolfcenter.org

